Introduction
In this paper we generalize part of the higher-degree smoothness results in perturbation theory in [3] from the case that the stable maps have the fixed domain S 2 to the general genus zero case. Note that genus zero case already captures all analytic difficulties related to the lack of differentiability of transition functions between local slices (see [6] for the discussion on this ). The results in this paper and [4] together give one of the two methods for the infinite dimensional set-up used in [5] (compare the other infinite dimensional set-up in [1] ).
The main result of this paper is the following theorem (see the relevant definitions in the later sections). gives rise a stratified C m 0 -smooth section ξ : W (f, H f ) → L on the local slice W (f, H f ), which, viewed in any other local slice, is still stratified C m 0 -smooth on their "common intersections " (=the fiber product over the space of unparametrized stable maps).
Here the conditions C 1 and C 2 are defined in [3] using the bi-grading there (see the definition in [3] ) as follows. Recall that m 0 = [k − 2/p]. We will assume that p > 2 and m 0 > 1 throughout this paper as in [3] .
This theorem is proved in Sec.5. The two kinds of Banach neighborhoods on an end near a stable nodal map are defined in section 3. The corresponding (stratified ) smooth structures on each of such neighborhoods are defined in section 4.
Only elementary facts on Sobolev spaces and standard calculus on Banach spaces are used in this paper, for which we refer to [2, 7] .
Local universal family of stable curves
The starting point of this paper is the local deformation theory of stable maps. To this end, we need recall the local deformation of the stable curves first.
Stable curves
Given an "initial" stable curve Σ In above, we have abused notations using d to denote both double points and the set of their collections. Similarly for x, and we will continue do so for other similar notations.
The distinguished points (=the double points and marked points) of Σ 0,k with fixed topological type given by T 1 . ThenN T 1 (Σ 0 ) parametrizes the stable curves Σ t near Σ 0 whose topological types are "bewteen T 0 and T 1 ". In particular, when T 1 is the top stratum of M 0,k ,N T 1 (Σ 0 ) parametrizes the stable curves Σ t of all types near Σ 0 . Here t ∈W T 1 (Σ 0 ) whereW T 1 (Σ 0 ) is one of the natural coordinate charts ofN
} is the collection of the gluing parameters describes the gluing pattern from S b to the glued surface S t defined below. The nonzero entries of a, denoted by a e = {a vw ; [vw] ∈ E(T 0 ), C(v, w) = u ∈ T 1 } are the effective parameters a vw gluing the components S v and S w . Here the map C : T 0 × T 0 → T 1 is partially defined on T 0 × T 0 , and for each (v, w) with (v, w) ∈ E(T 0 ) it is defined by C(v, w) = u ∈ T 1 if the component S t;u of S t is obtained from the components S b;v and S b;w .
Recall the definition of Σ t = (S t ; p t ) with p t = d t ∪ x t as follows.
(1) S t is obtained from S b by gluing at those double points d vw with a vw = 0. Hence a component
Here the right-hand side above is the gluing of the components (2) The double points on Σ t = Σ b,a are exactly the part of the double points d b = {d b;uu ′ } such that a uu ′ = 0. Since we only consider the local deformations, we may assume that |a| is sufficient small so that the marked points x b become the corresponding ones, denoted by x t through the gluing.
The "fixed part" K ǫ,t,u of S t;u defined by
Here
To get rid of the b-dependency of the fixed part, go back to the desingularizationŜ of initial underlying curve
. Then define the ( "smallest") fixed part K to be the complement of the union of all the discs D ǫ 2 (d vu ) in S. Then first of all, K can be considered as a subset in S b , denote by K b , since both S and S b have the same components; secondly by the construction of the gluing, it can also be considered as a subset of S t , denoted by K t . Note that for |a| small enough, the marked points x t are lying on K t .
Thus for |a| small enough with the types between T 0 and T 1 , K t ≃ K b ≃ K 0 ⊂ S as the fixed part independent of t while {S t } is a family of curves that are deforming.
Local universal family of the first kind
It is well-known that the total family obtained from the gluing construction above, S =: S(Σ 0 ) →N T 1 (Σ 0 ) with the fiber S t = S t is a proper morphism of complex manifolds/orbifords.
. Then there is a smooth but non-holomorphic family of identifications {λ
. Under this identification, the smallest fixed part K t is identified with K t 0 so that
the small disks or "neck" areas at or near double points on S t are identifies with the correspoding ones on S t 0 . Away from the small annuli of the tubular neighborhoods of the boundaries of K t , λ t 0 t is holomorphic and preserves any of the natural metrics.
Moreover, these maps together give rise a smooth map λ t 0 : S| N T 1 (Σ t 0 ) → S t 0 = S t 0 and hence the induced smooth the mapλ
The proof of this lemma is the immediate consequence of the construction of these diffeomorphisms below.
The map λ t 0 above will be used to define the smooth structure of the first kind on the corresponding neighborhood of the first kind of a stable map in Sec. 4. Thus W T 1 (Σ t 0 ) together with the mapλ t 0 will be refer to as a local model of the first kind for the local universal family of stable curves.
It is the precise version of the intuitive notion that the parameter t ∈ W T 1 (Σ 0 ) is considered as a point near the ends of the stratum T 1 representing the stable curve Σ t = (S t ; d t , x t ) whose underlying surface S t is deforming and degenerating along the ends, while its fixed part K t remains fixed such that the relative locations of x t in K t are the same as the ones of x in K 0 = K. Note that in the case used in [?], the initial curve Σ 0 is "minimally" stabilized. In this case, x t is indeed fixed in the above model. Now we define the required diffeomorphisms. In the case that T 1 = T 0 , the lowest stratum with 
Here of course, we assume that ǫ < ǫ 0 < ǫ 1 and |b| and |b 0 | sufficiently small. Hence by (i) and (ii) above, using the above identification again, the definition for the rest of (λ
Note that the restriction map
is holomorphic and preserves the "natural" metrics (Spheric, cylindrical or 'flat' ones). To move to the higher stratum T 1 , recall that for given 
Applying this to each double point with a uv = 0, We get a family of identifications S b 0 ,a ≃ S b,a smooth in b.
Thus the construction of λ . The effect of these identifications is to untwist the angular twisting in the gluing construction. Applying this to the identifications obtained above so far, we finally get the desire family of identifications λ t 0 = {λ
. Then define the ( "smallest") fixed part K =: K ǫ 2 to be the complement of the union of all disks centered at double points of radius ǫ 2 on S 0 . Then we have the fixed parts
the corresponding surfaces, on which the maps λ t 0 t above are the "identity" map. Note that the marked points x t are lying on K t .
It follows from the construction above, the family of identification has the properties in the above lemma.
Local universal family of the second kind
An important property the restriction above local universal family S(Σ 0 ), a fixed stratum of type T 1 with T 1 ≥ T ≥ T 0 , can be considered as a set of "moving" marked points x t on a fixed reference surfaceŜ t 0 . Then the parameter t ∈∈ W T 1 (Σ t 0 ), as part of the local coordinates of the moduli space M T 1 0,k also describes the local moduli of the ("moving") distinguished points p t on the (fixed ) reference curveŜ t 0 of type T 1 .
The local universal family considered this way will be regarded as the second model.
Thus in the second model, we are in the exact the same situation as we were at the beginning of this section: to parametrize stable curves ( considered as moving distinguished points on a fixed reference surface) in a fixed stratum T , but with the initial curve Σ t 0 instead of Σ 0 . In particular in this model the metric onŜ t 0 is fixed by the markingŜ t 0 ≃ S :
The above lemma is essentially a tautology in the situation above. However, it also follows from the local universal property of the family S. There are two kinds of such "base" deformations of f 0 :
The first one is simply defined to bef b =: ∪ v∈T 0f b;v withf b;v = f v under the assumption that f is constant on all the small disks near double points.
The last identity makes sense as the domains of the two maps are the same S Next we extend {f b , b ∈ W T 0 (Σ 0 )} to a higher stratum
is obtained by cutting of the part of D ± with |s ± | > −log|a 0 | and glue the rest along the boundaries twisted with an angel arga 0 . Thus
with the induced cylindrical coordinate (s, t) with s = 0 corresponding to the "middle circle" and the other two cylindrical coordinates (s ± , t ± ) with s ± = 0 corresponding to the two boundary circles. Note that + (s, t) ). Heref ± is a vector field over D ± such that f ± = exp f ± (d ± )f± , and β ± are cut-off functions supported on [−1, 1] with β − + β + = 1.
The deformation f t = (f b ) a is then defined by implanting above construction to each double points d vw of f b with a vw =0. .
Neighborhoods of the first kind
Let f t , t ∈W (Σ 0 ) be the "base" deformation of f 0 constructed above over a small coordinate/uniformizerW
in the space of unparametrized stable maps, as a slice, is defined to be a family of Banach manifolds over the "base" deformation {f t },
Here for each fixed t, W ν(a);t ǫ
Here "a" is gluing parameter in t = (b, a).
• The ν(a)-exponentially weighted norm The norm − k,p;ν(a) used in the definition above is the ν-exponentially weighted norm along the all "neck" areas N (b, a v i ,v j ) of S t with a v i ,v j = 0 obtained by gluing from S 0 at the double points d v i ,v j (b); on the rest of S t , the norm is just the usual L p k -norm. More specifically, recall that "neck" areas of S t with a v i ,v j = 0 and
The weight function ν(a i,j ) is equal to exp{ν|s ± |} for points in N (b, a v i ,v j ) with s ± ∈ (0, |log|a v i ,v j | | − 2) and is a smooth function equal to 1 on two ends of the neck. Outside these necks, ν(a) = 1 so that these weight ν(a i,j ) functions together defines a smooth weight function ν(a). Here ν is a fixed positive constant with ν
For each fixed t, the norm so defined makes W More specifically, consider the decomposition of W
Then the collection of all such neighborhoods W ν(a T ),T ǫ (f, H f 0 ) of a fixed stratum T generate a topology by the above mentioned local equivalent equivalence of the L Since in order to prove the main results of this paper on the higher smoothness of the admissible perturbations, we need to localize further by using small neighborhoods of any given element g t 0 in W ν(a T ),T ǫ (f, H f 0 ). We need spell out more on the existence of such neighborhoods.
• Neighborhoods of the first kind on W ν(a) ǫ (f 0 , H f 0 ): Fix a stratum of type T = T 1 ≥ T 0 . Recall that T 0 is the tree associated with the lowest stratum that f 0 lies on. Give {g t 0 : (
with ǫ ′ << ǫ, can be defined in a few equivalent ways that we describe now. Here g t : S t → M is the "base" deformation of g t 0 inside W ν(a T 1 ),T 1 ǫ (f 0 , H f 0 ), similar to the initial deformation f t . Since topological type of S t is fixed, we require that the deformation has a form g t = g t 0 • T is a smooth family of diffeomorphisms.
Thus we need establish the existence of the required deformation g t . The key step is the following lemma.
Lemma 3.1 Given the base deformation {f t } of f 0 defined earlier in this section, fix a member f t 0 : S t 0 → M of type T 1 in the deformation, there is a smooth family of diffeomorphisms T =:
t k,p,ν(a) = 0 in an uniform manner in t 0 for t 0 varying in a compact set.
Above lemma implies the following two lemmas
We note that the required T t 0 t can be taken as the particular family of diffeomorphisms λ t 0 t defined before. Since our main concerns of this paper is the stratified smoothness of generic perturbations, we will not give the proofs of above lemmas. They will be given in [L?].
The neighborhoods W ν(a T 1 ),T 1 ǫ ′ (g t 0 , H f 0 ) here will be call the ones of the first kind.
Here are some variations or related constructions:
In the above definition of the L p k,ν(a) -norm, a t-dependent metric m t on the domain S t . is used. Using the diffeomorphisms T 
Neighborhoods of the second kind
Recall that there is a family of biholomorphic identifications φ −1 t : (S t , p t ) → (S u ; p u ) which transforms the family of varying curves {(S t , p t )} with fixed (K t , x t ) = (K 0 , x 0 ) with the curve with fixed components but with a family of varying distinguished points, {(Ŝ u 0 , p u )}.
It induces a bijection
by pull-backs given by Φ t (h t ) = h t • φ t denoted by h u .
The subspace U u ǫ ′ (g u 0 , H f 0 ) here consists those stable maps h u : (S u , x u ) → (M, H f 0 ) with fixed marked points x u on the fixed domainŜ u =Ŝ u 0 such that h u − g u k,p < ǫ ′ . Here we give each component ofŜ u 0 the spherical metric and use it to defined the above L p k -norm, and {g u = g t • φ t } is the transformed base family by {φ t }.
Since for |t − t 0 | < ǫ ′ , the norms of the above two spaces are equivalent, Φ is a homeomorphism to its image.
The neighborhoods U T 1 ǫ ′ (g u 0 , H f 0 ) will be refereed as of the second kind. By the remark (2) above, the neighborhoods here are equivalent to the ones of the first kind above.
Note that the lowest stratum, W It is easy to see that Φ t is a diffeomorphism.
Lemma 3.5 For each fixed t and hence u,
making points does not affect the smoothness, we may assume that the num
